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1: Jonette Crowley (Author of The Eagle & the Condor)
The "Eagle and the Condor: A True Story of an Unexpected Mystical Journey" is one that has deeply touched and
excited me. The author has three major elements in her favor. First, as a clairvoyant and world traveler, by almost any
standard, she leads a fascinating life.

Dec 23, Iona Stewart rated it really liked it I read this book in Danish translation since that was what was
available to me. I found it interesting, well-written well, the translation was well-written and readable, but not
in my view an essential book â€” thus only four stars. Jonette is blessed with an ability to channel high beings,
first and foremost White Eagle, but also Mark. H I read this book in Danish translation since that was what
was available to me. He tells her that his world is on the other side of time and has come to introduce new
ideas into the world. There she is to bring her own vibrations in harmony with the patterns transmitted there.
This will dissolve chaos and disharmony. See her video on You Tube to receive this initiation yourself. Jonette
also takes a group to Peru and there meets Mallku, a shaman from the Andes mountains. Though happily
married to Ed, she feels a strong love attraction to Mallku, and realizes that he is her twin soul. On a later trip
to Peru, she and Mallku perform an exciting ceremony on the island of Amantani to merge the female and
male energies, thus balancing the energies for the benefit of the whole world. Jonette and her group carry out
valuable spiritual work for the world also in other places. Jonette is the carrier of the energies of the eagle,
whereas Mallku is the carrier of the energies of the condor. They perform a ceremony uniting these energies,
thus releasing a secret and sacred energy in the world, hitherto hidden. She receives several initiations to
higher spiritual levels and gives Mallku a high-leadership initiation. It turns out that Jonette was White
Buffalo Calf Woman in a previous life, and still feels they are one, as of course they are, since they share the
same soul. White Buffalo Calf Woman was a great medicine woman who brought spirituality to the Sioux
more than years ago. Here I have only briefly touched upon a very few of the important features of the book. It
is jam-packed with action, channellings, insights and sacred ceremonies. If you are attracted to travel to sacred
centres throughout the world, mountain climbing, esoteric ceremonies and the like, this may well be a book to
your taste. Jonette is a highly developed being and I found this book to be of great interest, Happy reading!
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2: The Eagle and the Condor Â« Jonette Crowley, Center for Creative Consciousness
She is the award winning author of Soul Body FusionÂ®, the Missing Piece for Healing and Beyond (available in 10
languages) and The Eagle & The Condor: A True Story of an Unexpected Spiritual Journey (available in 12 languages).

The Eagle and the Condor: A true story of an unexpected mystical journey; by Jonette Crowley. Prophecy says
that when the Eagle of the north and the Condor of the South fly together, there will be peace on Earth. I
believe this has happened; but I do know that things happen in the etheric before manifesting here in 3D.
Mallku stood as proxy for the universal masc. We did our part to fuse together North and South; female and
male, the Eagle and the Condor. The "Eagle and the Condor: The author has three major elements in her favor.
First, as a clairvoyant and world traveler, by almost any standard, she leads a fascinating life. Second, divine
synchronicity seems to follow her around, dropping magical events onto her path. Lastly, she is a gifted writer,
who is able to communicate the mystical with the humor and pathos of everyday life. This is a book that will
rise to the top --Sharalynn A. RochaThe "Eagle and the Condor" gives insight into the modern path of spiritual
initiation, and beckons the reader to look inside to embrace his or her own Soul greatness. The author is an
accidental mystic, a businesswoman, who finds herself part of the unfolding of an Incan prophecy that says
when the Eagle of the north and the Condor of the south fly together, there will be peace on Earth. Her
description of meeting her Twin Flame, an Andean shaman, is deeply authentic and illuminating. Crowley is a
master storyteller. You feel that you are on the trail with her in the Himalayas and the Andes. It is one of those
books that is hard to put down, because it touches you deeply on three levels. First, it is a compelling, true
story of mystical events, ancient wisdom, and adventure travel. You can enjoy it simply for the pure
fascination of the tale and the quality of the writing. Second, helpful insights and nuggets of wisdom for
spiritual growth emerge from nearly every page. Finally, some of the meditations and details of the actual
spiritual initiations are included so that the reader can experience an energetic expansion in her own
consciousness. The book is a catalyst for spiritual growth. It is destined to become a word-of-mouth bestseller.
While hiking through Australia, she "sees" a Spirit Woman on the trail. In a meditation class in Sydney, she is
approached by a spirit named "White Eagle," who becomes her special guide. With a strong sense of curiosity
and the love of adventure, the author, Jonette Crowley, seems to attract the extraordinary. A Native American
elder shows up at her suburban Denver home to tell her of the prophecy of the unification of the Eagle of the
north with the Condor of South America. Weeks later, she travels to Peru to discover other legends, one about
a sacred Incan Sun Disc hidden in a sacred monastery. With the help of an Andean shaman, whose name
means "The Condor," she unexpectedly accesses sacred knowledge of the Incas and pre-Incan cultures. The
real power of this book, beyond the incredible and well-told journey, is that the author shares with the reader
the intimate, step-by-step knowledge and keys of ancient initiations that come to her. The story and the story
telling are superb. Crowley gives a human face to the mystical. The Eagle and the Condor provides many
spiritual answers, yet leaves the reader with a deep sense of wonder and the sense that there are more
mysteries than we will ever know. It will be among the classics in spiritual and metaphysical books. In
courageous travels through Australia, the Himalayas and the Andes, the author accidentally discovers past
lives, spirit guides, and a surprisingly personal connection to Native American and Incan myths. An
entertaining, mystical journey filled with spiritual wisdom and told with humor.
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If you are searched for the ebook by Jonette Crowley The Eagle and the Condor, A True Story of an Unexpected
Mystical Journey in pdf format, then you've come to the correct site.
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The Eagle & The Condor, A True Story of an Unexpected Mystical Journey An ancient prophecy, says "When the Eagle
of North America and the Condor of South America unite, the spirit of peace will awaken on Earth.
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item 6 The Eagle and the Condor, A True Story of an Unexpected Mystical Journey Jonett - The Eagle and the Condor,
A True Story of an Unexpected Mystical Journey Jonett $ Free shipping.
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Add tags for "The eagle and the condor: a true story of an unexpected mystical journey". Be the first.
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The Eagle and the Condor, A True Story of an Unexpected Mystical Journey True Ghost Stories And Hauntings:
Horrifying True Paranormal Hauntings From The Last Years: Creepy True Ghost Stories And Accounts (True Ghost
Stories, True Paranormal, Bizarre True Stories) Bizarre.
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Waseem Badami Gone Emotional Over Death Toll Rise In Sindh and Gave Unexpected True Statement.
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